NMTA fur sale check in sheet instructions:
PRINT your name, MAILING address and phone number on both copies of the check in sheet. It
is very important that we have a phone number to reach you in case of questions about your
furs. If we can’t read your name and address or reach you by phone, we can’t send the check
to you, and, if left more than two months, it will become the property of NMTA. (we will
make every reasonable effort to try to find you).
Mark each fur with an identifying mark such as your brand or three initials. The mark should be
on the flesh side of the nose or on the flesh side of the hind legs (same place on each fur). Put
the same mark on the back side of both copies of the check in sheet.
Enter the number of furs in each sub-lot. For instance, if you are consigning 30 coyotes and
want to sell 20 of them together and 10 of them together then enter 20 into sublot D and 10
into sublot E on both copies. On the other hand, if you want to sell them as 3 groups of 10,
then enter 10 in sublot D and 10 in sublot E on both copies, then fill out another set of check in
sheets and enter 10 in sublot D on both copies of the second set. You may use up to 3 sets of
check in sheets. Bundle the furs of each sub-lot together and label the bundle with your name
and the sub-lot letter designation.
Take the check in sheets and your furs to the remote pickup location. The furs will be counted
by NMTA and the check in sheets signed by the seller and NMTA. You will then keep one copy
of the check in sheet and the other will go with the fur. Be sure and bring your copy of the
check in sheet to the fur sale, you cannot pick up any fur you “no sale” without it.

CITES TAGGING OF BOBCATS
Here are the instructions from the Game and Fish:
“The best way to do it would be to have the person who is collecting the pelts bring a blank pelt
tag form to the trapper and have them fill out the pelt tag form completely, with the exception
of the pelt tag numbers, so that all of the information can be obtained. They would also need
to send a copy of their trapper’s license. If I receive the pelts, the almost-complete pelt tag
form, and the copy of the license, I can finish the tagging process.”
If you have any questions please call one of the following people:
Joe Luna 505-384-2954

